TWIN CITIES JEWISH COMMUNITY
18TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON MENTAL HEALTH

Featuring keynoter John Moe

Host of the podcast The Hilarious World of Depression

Sunday, October 21

10 am to 4 pm

At Temple Israel

2323 Fremont Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405
FREE AND OPEN TO PEOPLE OF ALL FAITHS!

This conference is a collaboration of

Jewish Family and Children’s
Service of Minneapolis

SCHEDULE
10:00 Resource Fair and conference bookstore open for browsing
Pick up free educational materials, or purchase books on mental
health and addiction provided by Elijah’s Cup.

10:20 Sanctuary opens for seating

10:45-12:15 Keynote Session (ASL interpretation available)
Opening songs by Shir Harmony
Screening of 18th anniversary video
Keynote talk by John Moe: Hope, Humor and Healing – Finding Light
in Dark Places

12:15-1:15 Lunch and Resource Fair (dietary laws observed)
Register by Oct. 5 to receive a box lunch at no charge – tuna salad or
egg salad sandwich or veggie wrap prepared by Sholom, plus fresh
fruit, cookie and snacks. We cannot accommodate special dietary
needs but you are welcome to bring your own vegetarian lunch. The
Resource Fair and conference bookstore will be open during lunch.

1:15-2:20 Workshops Session One: #1 - #16
2:35-3:40 Workshops Session Two: #17 - #28
3:45-4:00 Music of Hope and Light
A closing ceremony led by Wendy Goldberg. Everyone is welcome to
come together for a healing ending to a day of community.

WORKSHOPS

SESSION ONE 

1:15-2:20

1. Continuing Dialogue with John Moe
Bring your comments and questions for our keynote speaker. Open to all.
2. Hope and Resilience in a Stressful World
Stress can make it difficult to bounce back from life’s inevitable challenges. Explore
natural ways of restoring resilience, including managing energy, calming the mind,
harnessing emotions, and connecting with oneself and others. Presented by Tom Glaser
MS, psychologist, life coach and author of Full Heart Living: Conversations with the
Happiest People I Know. Open to all.
3. It’s Not Good to Be Alone!
When a crisis hits, involving illness or life transition, the most painful part may be loneliness.
Learn how Jewish texts and tradition, and professional care through chaplaincy, can help
alleviate loneliness. Presented by Rabbi Lynn Liberman, Board Certified Chaplain and
Jewish Family Service of St. Paul (JFS) Community Chaplain. Open to all faiths.
4. You Got This! – Using the language of baseball to overcome toxic shame
Explore the language and culture of baseball as a way to overcome toxic shame, enhance
relationships and improve productivity. Presented by Greg Bancroft D.Min, former
Episcopal priest and pastoral counselor, and author of Swing for the Fences: Show Up. Dig
In. Suck Less. Open to all.
5. Helping Young People Manage Anxiety
Learn signs and symptoms of common anxiety disorders in youth, plus several coping
strategies you can teach young people to help them manage anxiety. Presented by Lisa
Herman PsyD LP, founder of Synergy eTherapy. Open to all.
6. Media Fatigue: Staying informed without feeling overwhelmed
The amount of negative news can be overwhelming, and people need to monitor their
level of media exposure. Explore the concept of media fatigue, potential signs of burnout
and ways to deal with it. Presented by Michel Rousseau LICSW, psychotherapist at Jewish
Family & Children’s Service of Minneapolis (JFCS). Open to all.
7. Put Your Oxygen Mask on First: Caring for someone experiencing dementia
As dementia advances, the ways in which a person communicates can be confusing and
alarming. Learn how to understand and respond to behavioral expressions and tailor new
caregiving skills and strategies. Presented by Bonnie Jaffe RN and Talia Schumacher MA
LGSW. Bonnie is a care manager at JFS and a certified caregiver coach. Talia is a senior
services care coordinator and caregiver coach at JFCS. Open to all.
8. Stigma: It’s More Than the Words We Use
We often talk about stigmatizing language. What we don’t talk about are
microaggressions: the nuanced spectrum of actions and inactions that contribute to

stigma and to public perceptions of mental illness. Presented by Chris More, outreach
coordinator at Mental Health Minnesota, and a panel of Mental Health Ambassadors.
Open to all.
9. Workplace Success for Providers with Mental Health Conditions
Address stigma in the workplace by developing self-care skills and practices that support
the agency, the social worker, and the agency’s clients. Presented by Barbara Lehman
PhD LICSW and Melissa Hensley PhD LISW. Barbara is associate professor of social work
at Augsburg and a clinical social worker at St. Joseph’s Hospital. Melissa is associate
professor of social work at Augsburg and lives with bipolar disorder. For mental health
providers, supervisors and peer specialists.
10. A Relational Approach to Addiction Recovery
Traditional approaches to family work in addiction often focus on eradicating
codependency and creating boundaries. In contrast, this workshop focuses on how
couples can support the recovery process through healthy interdependence. Presented
by Renee Segal MA LMFT, Certified Emotionally Focused therapist and supervisor, and
Connie Cohen MA LMFT. For professionals and those involved with people suffering from
addictions.
11. Don’t Let Thinking Ruin Your Life
A constant stream of chatter goes on in our minds all the time, controlling our mood and
behavior. How can we keep this kind of thinking from filling us with problem emotions,
impulses and distractions? Presented by Mary Jo Meadow PhD, professor emerita of
psychology at Minnesota State Mankato and author of seven books. Open to all.
12. Stress Relief with EFT Tapping and Body Moving
Emotional Freedom Techniques, or tapping, is used to relieve emotional and physical
issues including stress. Learn how to tap, why tapping works, and how to move and
breathe to release stress. Presented by Kathilyn Solomon, certified advanced practitioner
with ACEP and AAMET, and author of Tapping into Wellness: Using EFT to Clear Emotional
and Physical Pain and Illness. Open to all.
13. Mental Health Connect: Accessing services through faith communities
Find out how local congregations are working together to offer access to mental health
resources. Bring tools back to your own congregation. Panel moderated by Gretchen
Porter MS M.Ac, nurse and Mental Health Connect coordinator at Bethlehem Lutheran.
For faith community staff and members and mental health professionals.
PERSONAL STORIES – OPEN TO ALL
14. Depression and Cancer: Two serious diseases intersecting in one person
Nancy Cohen’s health journey has included ovarian and kidney cancer, depression and
anxiety. She will share personal wisdom gained along the way, and insights from health
professionals who are exploring cancer/depression connections.
15. Chipping Away at the Stigma of Mental Illness: A public school administrator’s story
Al Levin, co-chair of Mount Zion’s Mental Health Task Force, will use his own story to share
the importance of talking about mental illness. Al blogs and writes about mental illness,
and hosts a podcast called The Depression Files in which he interviews men who have
struggled with depression.
16. Stay in the Living Room: The impact on families of mental illness in a family member
June Thiemann, author of All in the Asylum: The Lazy Person’s Guide to Self-Preservation,
will share insights from her family’s experience of three generations of psychiatric
institutionalization. June was a TEDxEdina speaker in 2017.

WORKSHOPS

SESSION TWO

2:35-3:40

17. Finding Your Spark through Story and Song
Rebbe Nachman of Bratzlav taught that everyone has a n’kudah tovah – a unique spark of
goodness inside. Shir Tikvah Rabbis Michael Adam Latz and Arielle Lekach-Rosenberg will
help us find that spark through story and song, exploring resilience in the face of broken
hearts and a broken world. This session is dedicated to the memory of Jeff Elliot Kaner,
founder of Supportive Torah and a long-time conference committee member. Open to all.
18. How Horses Help People Discover Their Light and Their Life
Learn about Eagala Model Equine Assisted Psychotherapy, used in 52 countries to treat
mental health and addiction issues. Eagala does not involve riding and clients do not need
prior horse experience. Certified Advanced Practitioners Ray Anschel and Heather Jeffrey,
of Acres for Life in Lindstrom, will explain the model and share stories of hope. Ray was
Eagala’s MN network coordinator for seven years and is Acres for Life’s military services
coordinator. Heather is a certified therapeutic coach. Open to all.
19. Resolving Executive Function Difficulties in Relationships
Problems with executive function can lead to many life struggles, and it seems that
as soon as one issue is resolved another pops up. Current research suggests possible
solutions – and pitfalls. Presented by Gary Johnson LP LMFT and Jennifer Waltman PsyD
of CALM (Clinic for Attention, Learning & Memory). Having ADHD himself, Gary also shares
humorous examples from his own life. Open to all including professionals.
20. Simplified EFT Tapping™ – How to get exceptional results every time you tap
Emotional Freedom Techniques, or tapping, is a self-tool to promote personal health and
is evidence-based practice for trauma, phobia and anxiety. Learn how tapping works and
how to make sessions more productive. Session includes group exercises to resolve minor
distress, and tips for anxiety and depression. Presented by Valerie Lis MA, Certified Expert
Practitioner conducting workshops since 2001. Open to all.
21. Applying EMDR Techniques to Anxiety and Chronic Pain
Learn how some of the techniques in EMDR (eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing) can be applied to reduce anxiety and chronic pain. Session includes
explanations, demonstrations and practical applications of a range of techniques
including bilateral stimulation. Presented by Cathy Malmon LMFT LICSW, EMDR-certified.
Open to all.
22. Journaling for Addiction Recovery – and Useful for Everyone
Try out a journaling practice, with elements of gratitude and activity scheduling, designed
to make life in recovery more positively reinforcing. Presented by Amy Krentzman MSW
LISW PhD, assistant professor at the U of M School of Social Work and a credentialed
substance abuse counselor in NY. Open to all, not just those in addiction recovery.

23. Smashing the Stigma in Synagogues and Other Faith Communities
Anna Fox and Sarah McVicar will talk about past accomplishments and future plans of
Mount Zion’s Mental Health Task Force. Learn how to bring this kind of work into your own
congregation. Anna and Sarah have mental illnesses and work in the mental health field.
Open to all.
24. Understanding and Eradicating Shame and Our Inner Critic
Shame underlies many struggles including difficult relationships, depression and anxiety.
Learn strategies to eradicate shame, self-doubt and negative self-talk. Presented by Beth
Johnson LMFT, therapist at JFS. Open to all.
25. Healing Justice: Practicing mental health in the intersections of culture and
identity
Explore the intersections of social identity, culture and mental health in order to promote
long-term recovery and healing. Learn specific tools to evaluate your practice and client
relationships. Presented by Omkar Sawardekar MSW LGSW, therapist at PrairieCare and
Reclaim. For mental health and social service workers and interested others.
26. Teen Girls and Social Media – Finding a balance
Social media can help teen girls explore their identity, find belonging, learn about the
world, and create opportunities for engagement and empowerment. Problematic aspects
include privacy concerns, facilitating reckless behavior, bullying, body image issues,
infringing on sleep and study time, and the continual desire for instantaneous feedback
and positive reinforcement. How can concerned adults help teen girls find an appropriate
balance? Presented by Leah Persky PhD, family life education manager at JFCS. Open to all.
PERSONAL STORIES – OPEN TO ALL
27. Agents in My Brain: My life with Bipolar 1
Jeff Simon, author of Agents in My Brain, will be interviewed about his experiences
with Bipolar 1, including the delusions that sometimes accompany the illness, and the
treatments that helped him recover. The second edition of Jeff’s book, under the pen
name Bill Hannon, was published in 2017. Harry Greenberg LICSW will conduct the
interview.
28. A Drawing Journey through My Brother’s Depression and Recovery
Anita White uses documentary drawing as a tool to navigate life. When her brother
struggled with a deep depression in 2017, Anita bore witness to his challenges,
hospitalization and recovery. She will show drawings which bring light, hope and even
humor to a difficult time. Anita is an artist, storyteller, caregiver, teacher, and leader of
poetry and singing groups.

ADDITIONAL INFO
• In consideration of the environment, please bring a tote bag to collect
materials and a reusable coffee mug or water bottle.
• Certificates of attendance will be available at the end of the conference.
• Please carpool if you can. Parking is limited.
• For round-trip transportation from the St. Paul JCC to Temple Israel,
call JFS at 651-698-0767 by Oct. 5.

